[86]
Clanricard recalled certain earlier conversations at Sarn-peyre's during the Wednesday evening discussions of the members of his " group/' He was not sure whether he had clearly grasped his master's trend of thought. He asked shyly:
" The danger - for Europe in general ? . . ."
" Certainly."
"But, until now, had you seen it coming from that direction ? "
" No, I confess I hadn't - not particularly. That business in Morocco concerned me more. And that's not finished with, mind you. The trouble about the deserters at Casablanca may die down ; but it's a new symptom. . . . No, I confess I hadn't. That's just what I've been thinking about for the past three or four days - the impression I suddenly had that the danger was taking shape, coming to a head, where I didn't expect it; the Eastern question seemed such an old merry-go-round.
" Besides, there's another thing, you know. At the same time as I had this impression of danger - which you have yourself, which anybody might have had when he read the paper this morning; no need to exercise any special gift for that, eh ? " (he broke into a laugh) " -1 realised all at once that events were presenting themselves with terrible clarity. In the preceding crises, of course, one could discern the action of certain forces, a drift, a direction, a possible denouement; but, in spite of all that, everything had a chaotic air about it, which was reassuring, when you look back on it. Whereas this time - well, after all, I distrust myself a little. When you have followed a profession like mine for more than thirty years, despite yourself you acquire a taste for events which explain themselves, for history which fits into brackets and paragraphs : primo> secundo. . . . In fact, I've come to the point where I picture the sources of the present crisis, and the issue to which it is hurrying us, so clearly that I say to myself: * My dear fellow, you're making a school-text out of it.* ..."
Somebody knocked at the door.    Sampeyre got up.

